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Rachel Zaimont

Vibrant rows of Czech glass tri-cut seed beads in a bold chevron pattern come together in this Boho style Wrapit Loom belt

with an adjustable closure. Connect all four loom tracks from two Wrapit Loom Professional Series Duos to make this extra

long loomed piece!

What You'll Need

Genuine Leather Cord, Round 1.5mm,  By the Yard, Black

SKU: CHY-1502

Project uses 3 yards

TierraCast Pewter, Oval 2-Hole Button Distressed 15x19mm, 1 Piece, Bright Rhodium

SKU: PND-09321

Project uses 1 piece

Griffin Silk Beading Cord & Needle Size 4 Dark Blue

SKU: XCR-9406

Project uses 4 pieces

Czech Glass, Tri-Cut 6/0 Matubo Seed Beads, 8 Grams, Opaque Blue Picasso

SKU: BCS-7114

Project uses 2 tubes

Czech Glass, Tri-Cut 6/0 Matubo Seed Beads, 8 Grams, Turquoise Blue Picasso

SKU: BCS-7117

Project uses 2 tubes

Czech Glass, Tri-Cut 6/0 Matubo Seed Beads, 8 Grams, Opaque Coral Red Picasso

SKU: BCS-7120

Project uses 2 tubes

Czech Glass, Tri-Cut 6/0 Matubo Seed Beads, 8 Grams, Jet Picasso

SKU: BCS-7112

Project uses 2 tubes

G S Hypo Cement Precise Applicator Essential!

SKU: XTL-1001

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-6136] Wrapit Professional Series Duo, Bracelet Beading Loom with 2 Tracks, [XTL-5700]

Fiskars 5 Precision Tip Scissors - Super Sharp
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Instructions

You will need two Wrapit Loom Professional Series Duo packages to make this project. These supplies will make a 32 inch belt. For a longer belt, you will

need to purchase an additional tube of each color of 6/0 seed bead.

1. To begin, please watch our video on how to make a triple wrap bracelet using the Wrapit Loom. In this video you'll see how to attach multiple Wrapit
Loom tracks together to make an extra long piece (for this project you will attach four tracks from two Wrapit Loom Professional Series Duos). You'll also
see how to size and knot your leather, and how to set up and start weaving your loom piece. Size the leather to your waist or hips, wherever you want your
belt to sit, and leave room on the end of your leather for multiple button closure loops.

2. While weaving the belt, you will need to add two new cards of Griffin Silk thread. Please watch our video on how to add additional thread to a bracelet on
the Wrapit Loom to see how.

3. To start your belt, weave your beads in the following pattern: (Row one) 1 turquoise seed bead, (Row two) 2 turquoise seed beads, (Row three) 1 dark
blue seed bead, 1 turquoise seed bead, 1 dark blue seed bead, (Row four) 4 dark blue seed beads.

4. Now you'll begin weaving rows of 5 beads each, following the color pattern shown. Follow this pattern for the desired length of your belt.

5. To end your belt, simply taper off the last color you are working with, decreasing to one row of 4, one row of 3, one row of 2, and one row of 1.

6. Tie off and knot your Griffin Silk as shown in the video, and add glue to your knots. Create extra knots in your leather for several button closure loops, so
you can adjust the size.

7. Enjoy your belt!

Remember, you will need two Wrapit Loom Professional Series Duo packages to make this project.
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Loom Pattern
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